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Presentation by Jorn P. Winkler  FOUNDER  DKGroup

“The time of half-measure has passed. We 

are entering a period of consequences”

Winston Churchill
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In the Press
The Guardian, 3rd March 2007
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A Reality Check for Shipping

Shipping accounts for CO2 emissions of over 800 million tonnes per year, according to data from oil
major BP and the German Institute of Physics of the Atmosphere.

These figures represent between 3.5% and 5% of global CO2 emissions, as much as twice CO2
emissions from air travel.

And it doesn't stop there...shipping's impact on climate change is set to rise, with the International
Maritime Organization predicting as much as 72% minimum rise in ship emissions by 2020 unless
measures are taken swiftly.

According to the EU's 'Clean Air for Europe impact assessment': “Ships are fast becoming the biggest
source of air pollution in the EU. Unless more action is taken they are set to emit more than all land
sources combined by 2020.”

In 2000 EU-flagged ships emitted 200 million tonnes of CO2 - significantly more than emissions from
EU aviation.

In terms of regulation for shipping emissions, the European Union and the IMO have focused on
sulphur and nitrogen oxide; implementing legislation on sulphur fuel, and encouraging emissions
trading schemes and the use of certain technologies.
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So What's Being Done
About It?

Both the European Commission and the IMO are compiling reports to assess the level of CO2
emissions from ships. The reports could take two years to be completed.

In that time ships will have contributed another approximate 1.5 billion tonnes of CO2 into the
atmosphere – approximately the same as the entire CO2 emissions for one year from the world's
largest polluter, the United States.
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The Air Cavity System

DK Group has developed the Air Cavity System over the past six years; a $25 million project that so far
has completed more than 70 tank tests.

ACS, is a air film under the vessel, enabling the vessels to glide over the water, ACS can reduce a
ship’s fuel consumption by between 8% and 15%, depending on vessel type.

This will provide ship operators with huge cost savings and also reduce the entire shipping industry’s
global CO2 emissions by up to 15%.

This will have a huge impact on limiting global warming and is equivalent to reducing the CO2 emitted
from over 450,000 flights from London to New York.

Ship owners will recoup the costs of ACS in between two to four years depending on the vessel type,
based on the increased speed that ACS generates and the reduced fuel consumption, ship owners can
save up to $0.9 million per vessel for tankers and up to $3 million per vessel for containers every year
in bunker fuel costs.

With a predicted annual average growth of the world economy of 2.8%, the cost of a barrel of oil is
expected to rise to $120 a barrel by 2030; equivalent to bunker fuel costs in excess of $600 per metric
tonne. Cost savings with new technologies such as ACS will grow incrementally over the lifespan of a
vessel.
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ACS Technology

“ACS technology provides the
shipping industry with an
opportunity for change and
transformation. Not only will
ship owners realize huge cost
savings by millions of dollars
every year, but it will reduce the
shipping industry’s CO2
emissions by 15%. As the
biggest transportation
contributor to global emissions,
ACS technology demonstrates
the shipping industry’s
commitment to finding new
solutions that limit the impact
of global warming. DK Group
has dedicated itself to
developing the technology over
the past six years, and the

significant level of investment
that we have received clearly
shows the confidence that
people have in ACS and its
anticipated impact.”

Jorn P. Winkler FOUNDER, DK Group
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Introduction to ACS
Air Cavity System from the front

Compressor

Air 
Cavity
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Overall layout of ACS 
Schematic design – Aframax tanker
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Overall layout of ACS 
Principal Section – Aframax tanker
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Weight Estimate: Aframax
Marginal to a traditional vessel

Additional Shell Plating

Additional Floor Plating

Area equivalent to basic 

Aframax example:

Weight of ACS sides 95 t

Weight of keels 260 t

ACS weight increase 355 t

Wider beam weight 411 t

Total weight increase 781 t
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Tank testing of ACS
Stable air cushion below the bottom

Ballast draught

11 knots, calm water

Design Draught

15 knots, 4.2 m 
waves
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Loa.: 400.0 m

Lpp.: 378.0 m
B: 54.2 m
Depth: 30.5 m
Draft: 14.5 m
Speed: 26.0 kn
Power:   2 x 57 
MW

ACS area 

6,700 m2

Case Study: 12,670 TEU containership
Modified for ACS
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• Double air compressors – 2 x 5000 m3/h @ 1.5 bar delivery

• Common air feed pipe / redundant distribution system

• Air supply rate to cavity, normal operational conditions: 5000 m3/h

• Power consumption, normal operational conditions: 300 kW

Case Study: 12,670 TEU containership
Air Supply System  
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• ACS Fuel saving 

– ~ 7.6% 

– ~ 28 t/day

• or speed increase

– ~ 0.6 knots

• or speed increase 

– ~ 0.3 knots + 
700 TEU

Case Study: 12,670 TEU containership
Speed and Power
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“ACS DEMONSTRATOR” 2550 DWT MPV
Modified for ACS
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Emissions Reduction

ACS combined with other technologies can reduce shipping's CO2 emissions TODAY by a 
minimum of 30%, maximum 57%.

Technologies: Fuel Savings:

• Air Cavity System (ACS) 7-15%

• Recovering the waste gas heat 7-12%

• Twin propeller 5-10%

• Changing the block coefficient 10-25%

• Bulb and stem modifications 3-7%

• Stabiliser fin box modifications 3-10%

• Rudder head box and design modifications 2-5%

• Shaft line modifications 2-4%

• New propeller blades 1-4%

• Additives 2-5%

Combined savings of 30% to 57%               
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Contra Rotating Propellers

• Mechanical solution

• Azipod solution
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Contra Rotating Propellers

Advantages:
• Short main engine and reasonable propeller size.

• Very high propulsion efficiency
(10 % improvement vs. twin screw depending 
on relation between main engine and thruster)
=> less installed power and low fuel costs.

• Propulsion redundancy.

• Very good manoeuvrability.

• Very high flexibility – propulsion and electrical power.

• Reduced size of engine room.
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Twin-propellers – twin engines

Advantages:

• Short main engines (21 m) 

• Reasonable propeller size 

• Reliability because of well proven components

• High propulsion efficiency and thereby low fuel costs

• Full redundancy

• Reduces fuel burn by 5% to 10% 

• Better manoeuvrability than single-propeller solution
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Propeller Boss Cap Fin (PBCF) 

 Fuel saving up to approximately 4%

High-efficiency propellers (e.g. Kappel 

blades) 

 Fuel saving up to approximately 4%

Increasing the propeller efficiency
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Heat recovery system

Fuel saving 7 - 12 % depending on sophistication of heat recovery plant
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Time to Act

There is no time to waste, but action must be swift from both the maritime legislators and the shipping
industry itself. Ask yourself what your company has done since acclaimed scientist Stephen Hawking
was quoted (below) in 1999:

"If it were only a few that would be serious, but we could adapt to it. But the danger is the
warming process might be unstable and run away. We could end up like Venus, covered in
clouds and with the surface temperature of 400 degrees. It could be too late if we wait until
the bad effects of warming become obvious. We need action now to reduce emission of
carbon dioxide."

Stephen Hawking


